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One script, two languages: Garabed Panosian and his Armeno-
Turkish newspapers in the nineteenth-century Ottoman
Empire

Masayuki Ueno

Department of Asian History, Graduate School of Literature and Human Sciences, Osaka City University,
Osaka, Japan

Armeno-Turkish, or Turkish written in Armenian script, has attracted scholarship highlight-
ing the inter-communal relations of the multireligious and multilingual Ottoman society.1

However, although its main readership comprised Armenians, its importance in the histo-
riography of Armenian people has only been marginal. In writing the history of modern
times when Armeno-Turkish printed materials were widely circulated, researchers have
been inclined to focus on the indications of national awakening rather than such a hybrid
linguistic culture.2 Interestingly, however, a memorandum of an American Protestant mis-
sionary written in the early 1870s states that Manzume-i Efkar (Row of Thoughts) ! a news-
paper mainly written in Armeno-Turkish ! was the ‘most influential’ newspaper among
Armenians.3 The assertion that the Armeno-Turkish newspaper gained greater influence
than Armenian ones suggests that it is fruitful to inquire into the extent of readership of
this underestimated newspaper and, more generally, its hybrid means of expression; this
in turn leads to reconsidering the historiography of Ottoman Armenians. Therefore, this
paper elucidates the career of Garabed Panosian (1826 or 1828!1905) ! under whose
strong leadership as editor Manzume-i Efkar was published for 30 years. Moreover, it
examines his Armeno-Turkish publications and considers the linguistic, social, and political
circumstances in which they were read. It specifically focuses on the 1860s and 1870s !
the period when Panosian enjoyed his greatest popularity.

Panosian and his publications attracted considerable attention from his contemporar-
ies. Ottoman Armenians as well as the American Protestant missionary quoted above con-
sidered him to be an influential journalist. For example, Hagop Baronian ! the famous
writer ! felt that Panosian qualified for his serial writings on ‘national bigwigs’. Despite
his satirical tone, Baronian highly regarded Panosian’s popularity among the general
Armenian public.4 A letter to the editor published in an Armenian newspaper in 1869 also
praised his popularity and likened his critical writings to those of the influential contempo-
rary French newspaper, L’Opinion nationale.5 Moreover, his fame extended to non-Arme-
nians. Ahmet _Ihsan Tokg€oz, a Muslim journalist and bureaucrat, recollected that he read
Manzume-i Efkar during his school days. Ahmet Midhat ! a Muslim writer and journalist !
used Panosian’s name for an Armeno-Turkish writer in his novel.6 Teodor Kasap ! the
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Orthodox Christian publicist who shared the hometown with Panosian ! mentioned
Panosian several times in his satirical Ottoman Turkish periodical, Diyojen (Diogenes).7 The
fact that Teodor Kasap published a caricatured image of Panosian, one of the earliest
examples of a cartoon in an Ottoman Turkish periodical,8 suggests that the readers of
Diyojen had a certain amount of knowledge about him. Panosian also received a decora-
tion from the Qajar Shah Nasser al-Din after his visit to Istanbul on the way back from
Europe in 1873.9

Considering his contemporary fame, Garabed Panosian has attracted only relatively
modest interest from modern researchers. Although many made a passing reference to
Panosian’s name and his newspapers,10 his writings have seldom been used as a source
to examine Ottoman and Armenian history.11 One reason for this negligence is research-
ers’ strong preference for literary materials and translations while examining Armeno-
Turkish materials, whose cultural influence forms a major concern. Thus, they have
focused less on newspapers, which were politically as well as socially significant media in
the late Ottoman society. Another reason is the nationalistic anachronism, extensively crit-
icized in the field of Ottoman studies, which assumes that Armeno-Turkish materials were
relevant only to Turkish monolingual Armenians ! a non-mainstream population in
national history.12

Nevertheless, some researchers have focused on Panosian and his writings. They
attempted to get him into the framework of Armenian national history and construct an
image of him as a journalist who supported the rebellion against the Ottoman Empire of
the Armenians of Zeytun region in 1862 and, more generally, the Armenian national liber-
ation movement.13 This image gave an impression that Panosian was not concerned
about non-Armenian audiences and, more importantly, the censorship of the Ottoman
government.

In fact, Panosian is precisely the sort of person who should have found his place in the
early history of Armenian national awakening, although not the way modern researchers
expected. A shallow acquaintance with his writings indicates that Panosian, who did
not hesitate to call himself a ‘lover of his nation’ (azkaser), was among the most ardent
advocates of Armenian national feeling and zealously promoted the notion of the nation
(millet/azk) among Ottoman Armenians.14 These facts and the historiographical evaluation
about Panosian naturally invite questions on his stance toward the linguistic situation of
the Armenians and his attitude toward the Ottoman Empire. This paper tackles these
questions and challenges the above-mentioned assumptions. To do so, it focuses on the
extent of readership of his publications. We argue first that among Armenians, Panosian
obtained a wide readership extending from Turkish monolingual Armenians to
Armenian-Turkish bilingual Armenians. Second, we argue that Panosian had in mind a
non-Armenian readership as well, and he used his publications to show the allegiance of
Armenians to the Ottoman Empire.

The comparison with the case of Orthodox Christians highlights the importance of
these arguments. It is widely known that Orthodox Christians in inland Anatolia were Tur-
cophone, and Turkish was written in Greek script for them.15 Similar to the circulation of
Armeno-Turkish materials, printed materials as well as periodicals written in Greco-Turkish
began to widely circulate in the nineteenth century.16 According to the researchers, how-
ever, the readership of Greco-Turkish materials was mostly limited to Turkish monolingual
Orthodox Christians, and there were fewer publications than those of Armeno-Turkish.17

Thus, the investigation of Armeno-Turkish readership elucidates the peculiarity of the
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Armeno-Turkish and Armenian community as well as the pluralistic society of the late
Ottoman Empire.

In the nineteenth century, Armenians were scattered throughout the Ottoman heart-
land. The majority of them lived in the eastern Ottoman provinces, whereas others formed
relatively small groups in western and central Anatolia. The largest concentration of Arme-
nians was in Istanbul ! the cosmopolitan capital of the empire. The great majority of
Armenians belonged to the Armenian Church, some also belonging to the Catholic or
Protestant Churches. In terms of the Armenians belonging to the Armenian Church, the
patriarchate of Istanbul and its clergymen officially oversaw their religious and social lives
and loosely connected the provincially scattered groups of their coreligionists through
the network of the church hierarchy. It was the second largest non-Muslim community in
the Ottoman Empire, after the Orthodox Christians.18

Although it is widely accepted that Armenians speaking Turkish were numerous,19 the
extent of their usage of Turkish, including the extent of their bilingualism, has not been
adequately elucidated.20 Reports sent home by American Protestant missionaries provide
important clues for the spoken language of Armenians in the nineteenth century. In their
early stage of propagation in the Ottoman heartland, Protestant missionaries decided to
target not Muslims, who were not inclined to hear them, but non-Muslims and especially
Armenians, many of whom showed interest in the missionaries’ activities.21 Thus mission-
aries focused on the linguistic situation of the Armenians due to their aim to proselytize
people in their own language. The Protestant missionaries shared their preliminary knowl-
edge of the linguistic situation of Ottoman Armenians in their annual meeting held in
1842. Its report categorized Ottoman Armenians into three groups: Armenians speaking
only Turkish, Armenians speaking only Armenian, and Armenians speaking both
languages.22

The 1842 report agrees with those written later as well as Armenian sources that most
Armenians in central and western Anatolia, or from Bursa to Kayseri and Ayntab, exclu-
sively spoke the Turkish language.23 For example, a missionary report on Ankara mentions
that ‘the language used in Angora is wholly Turkish. Greeks as well as Armenians there
speak only Turkish: the same is true in nearly all the villages in that region’.24 Armenians in
Kayseri and the villages around it, the biggest Armenian group in these regions, under-
stood only Turkish, thus, ‘Wherever the gospel is preached in the Cesarea [Kayseri] field, it
must be preached in Turkish, or it will not be understood’.25 Over these regions Armenians
scattered and mingled with people from other religious groups. During this time, Turkish
became a common language, whereas the ability to use Armenian was lost. According to
the census conducted in the late nineteenth century, Armenians in these regions were
one-sixth of the total Ottoman Armenian population.26

While the 1842 report notes that Armenians in the eastern Ottoman provinces used
Armenian exclusively, later reports indicate that Armenians in this region used Turkish as
their second (or third) language as well.27 In Sivas, we know from missionary reports that
Armenians used Armenian as their first language while understanding Turkish well.28 As
for Van and Diyarbakır, missionaries suggested that Armenian men in both cities under-
stood Turkish, whereas women and those residing in the villages attached to them did
not.29

The 1842 report categorized the Armenians of Istanbul, _Izmir, Tekirda"g, _Izmit and its
environs, and some cities in western Anatolia as bilinguals. Missionary reports in the
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1850s and 1860s note that the main language varied. Armenians mainly used Armenian
although their Turkish-speaking skills were sufficiently high in Istanbul, _Izmit, and its envi-
rons, whereas Turkish was the main language for the Armenians in _Izmir and other cities.30

Furthermore, the Armenian language used by Ottoman Armenians included numerous
Turkish loanwords. The amount of these loanwords was much greater among bilingual
Armenians in Istanbul and _Izmir than in the eastern provinces.31 Overall, the missionary
reports suggest that while there was a certain number of Armenians monolingual in
Turkish, bilingualism was also common among the urban male population. This was espe-
cially true for Armenians in Istanbul, which was one of the largest centres of the Armenian
publication movement of the nineteenth century as well as the place where Panosian
published periodicals and pamphlets.

It is fruitful to consider the educational situation of Ottoman Armenians to understand
reading languages. Beginning with the end of the eighteenth century, modern school
education gradually spread among Ottoman Armenians, first in Istanbul and subsequently
to provinces nearby in the first half of the nineteenth century, reaching the eastern provin-
ces in its second half.32 Thus, when Panosian began publishing in 1859, he had a ready
audience in the first generation of school-educated Armenians in the provinces to match
what was likely the second in Istanbul.

A reform plan of Armenian schools in 1873 shows that the official language of instruc-
tion in schools was Armenian, although it is likely that Turkish was also employed in west-
ern and central Anatolia. Greater importance was attached to the education of Classical
Armenian (krapar), whereas the study of modern Armenian was relatively neglected. Only
a limited amount of time was allotted to instruction of the Turkish language, which was
taught in Arabic script.33 Thus, Ottoman Armenians needed to be somewhat self-taught
to read Armeno-Turkish, after they learned the Armenian alphabet through the study of
Classical Armenian.

Garabed Panosian was born in 1826 or 1828 in Kayseri.34 The location of his birth-
place suggests that his first language was Turkish, while he learned Armenian at
schools in his hometown and in a monastery close to it. In the early 1840s, Panosian
went to live with his uncle in Istanbul. His father sent him there for higher education.
He was apprenticed to a moneylender in Istanbul, Sarkis Kasbarian, for financial rea-
sons. Fortunately, Kasbarian was kind enough to employ a tutor to teach Ottoman
Turkish to Panosian.

After twenty months of apprenticeship, Panosian moved to _Izmir, the port city located
on the Aegean coast of western Anatolia. In the 1840s, _Izmir was ahead of Istanbul in
terms of Armenian education and publication. In _Izmir, Panosian attended the Mesrobian
School, one of the highly regarded Armenian educational institutions at that time. It is
highly likely that he read or at least saw Arshaloys Araradean (Daybreak of Ararat), the first
Armenian newspaper of long duration published in the Ottoman domains. It had begun
in _Izmir as a fortnightly newspaper in 1840.35

After returning to Istanbul, Panosian attended the imperial schools of medicine and
agriculture in the late 1840s. He left both schools after less than a year due to financial
concerns. In the 1850s, Panosian occupied himself with several jobs. In Istanbul, he wit-
nessed the period of the emergence of Armenian periodicals. In 1846, the Armenian patri-
archate of Istanbul began publishing the first long-running Armenian periodical in
Istanbul, which was followed by several Armenian periodicals in the 1850s. Meanwhile,
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Armenians belonging to the Catholic Church started an Armeno-Turkish newspaper
named Mecmua-i Havadis (News Magazine) in 1852.36

Early Armenian periodicals were divided into mainly three sections: foreign, internal,
and ‘national’ (azkayin). The first dealt with news of foreign countries, the second, with
those of the Ottoman state, and the third, with topics related to the Armenian community.
It should be noted that the periodicals were more devoted to delivering news rather than
arguing or criticizing politics of both Ottoman state and Armenian community. When the
Armenian patriarchate petitioned the government for permission to publish a newspaper
in 1846, it did so promising not to discuss state politics. Government officials saw this con-
dition as reasonable and imposed censorship.37 It is highly likely that Armenian newspa-
per editors of this period shared a tacit understanding not to judge or criticize state
politics. Indeed, the columns devoted to state topics simply delivered mostly news.

While state politics was out of reach for Armenian periodicals, Meghu (Bee) ! a satirical
Armenian periodical founded in 1856 ! made open political criticisms related to the
Armenian community. This corresponds to the period when the Armenian elites of Istan-
bul became politically active. In response to the Reform Edict of 1856, fundamental
reforms in the community administration, which had been controlled by a limited number
of lay elites and high clergymen, were discussed. The movement created a regulation stip-
ulating the organizational structure of the community administration, particularly the
communal assembly. The regulation, which the Ottoman government approved in 1863,
was called the ‘Armenian national constitution’.38 Due to the creation of the assembly, the
politics of the Armenian community became open to the public and was made visible
through minutes published by the Armenian patriarchate as well as reports published in
Armenian newspapers. It was at this period of change that Panosian entered the publica-
tion business, the period when Istanbul Armenians were discussing their community poli-
tics in newspapers.

In 1859, Panosian founded the Armeno-Turkish periodical M€unadi-yi Erciyas (Herald of
Argeus). According to Baronian, a coffeehouse in Vezir Hanı of central Istanbul functioned
as the editorial office.39 The periodical first had merely 70 subscribers and was
5000!6000 kuru in the red in the first year.40 It is hard to believe that Panosian was able
to cover the deficit on his own. In the first issue of M€unadi-yi Erciyas, he mentioned that
his fellow countrymen, namely, Armenians from Kayseri encouraged him to start the
newspaper.41 It is likely that Kayseri Armenians living in Istanbul, speaking not Armenian
but Turkish, financially supported the publication of the Armeno-Turkish periodical, whose
name was derived from the name of a mountain located south of Kayseri. Indeed, in a
pamphlet published in 1864, Panosian mentioned that Kayseri Armenians living in the
Mustafapaşa caravanserai contributed 1000 kuruş towards the cost of its publication.42 In
his newspapers, Panosian sometimes addressed Kayseri Armenians as his target reader-
ship. According to Baronian, Panosian lived in the Gedikpaşa district of Istanbul, many of
whose Armenian residents came from Kayseri.43 His hometown ties enabled him to enter
the publication business.

M€unadi-yi Erciyas first appeared as a semi-monthly magazine to introduce new ideas
and products and soon became a newspaper delivering news on foreign, state, and com-
munity topics as well as discussing politics in the Armenian community, acquiring a read-
ership extending beyond Kayseri Armenians. In 1862, however, its articles on the
Armenians in Zeytun region provoked its closure by the Ottoman government.44 Until he
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was able to obtain permission to begin another newspaper in 1866, Panosian published
his ideas on the contemporary situation of the Armenian community through pamphlets
and contributions to another Armeno-Turkish newspaper, Varaka-i Havadis (The News
Paper).45 Meanwhile, Panosian was chosen to be a deputy to the community assembly in
1863.46 He first endeavoured to contribute his reformist voice to community politics from
the inside but soon resigned in favour of doing so from the outside, namely, through
journalism.

After receiving permission from the government, Panosian founded a new Armeno-
Turkish newspaper Manzume-i Efkar in 1866. It likewise carried news on foreign, state, and
community topics and was published six times a week. Such a frequency of publication
was remarkable at a time when the other Armenian newspapers were published weekly
to thrice weekly. Its number of subscribers indicates its popularity. A letter to the editor
published in another Armenian newspaper ! Ararad (Ararat) !mentions that in 1869, the
subscribers of Manzume-i Efkar were 1300 whereas those of another well-known Armenian
newspaper of the period ! Masis (Ararat) ! were 300.47 Such numbers may seem rela-
tively modest to us. However, we consider the facts that newspapers were read aloud and
passed around in places such as coffeehouses and public reading rooms; furthermore,
one of the most widely read Ottoman Turkish newspapers with a much greater population
of potential readers had a circulation of 10,000 in the early 1870s.48 In 1868, Panosian
wrote that his newspaper sold sufficiently well to cover his expenses.49 In a period when
newspapers, regardless of language, generally stopped publication after only a few years,
Panosian managed to continue publishing Manzume-i Efkar for 30 years until he retired
due to health reasons.

Panosian’s newspapers are notable for their variety of articles on the Armenian commu-
nity. He preferred to deliver the news on communal politics, education, and especially the
situation of provincial Armenians. As a provincial, Panosian was among the first to ardently
take up the plight of Armenians in the provinces, repeatedly appealing to Istanbul Arme-
nians about the need for reforms from the early 1860s. This encouraged Istanbul Arme-
nians to recognize the situation of provincial Armenians as a problem, which in turn led to
the surfacing of the Armenian Problem as an international problem in 1878.50

The peculiarity of Manzume-i Efkar is its severely critical tone in discussing the Arme-
nian community and its criticism of the Armenian patriarchate and those involved in com-
munity administration.51 Calling himself a true lover of his nation, Panosian frequently
accused others of being parlour lover of their nation who did not act adequately against
conversion, or for the spread of education, nor worked for the improvement of the situa-
tion of provincials. Other targets of criticism were Armenian Catholics and Protestants,
whom he considered as a menace to the integrity of the Armenian nation.52 Thus, Pano-
sian frequently entered into controversy with other Armenian newspapers, such as the
patriarchate’s semi-official organ Masis and the Catholics’ Armeno-Turkish newspaper
Mecmua-i Havadis. His writings indicate that Panosian, whose main concern was to
improve the situation of the Armenian nation, needed to compete with other Armenians.

The Armenian patriarchate sought support from the Ottoman government to fight
against Panosian. The patriarchate and clergymen repeatedly petitioned the government
to suspend the publication of Manzume-i Efkar and sometimes succeeded. For example,
the government suspended its publication for three months from May 1868 and two
months from January 1869 in response to the requests of the patriarchate.53 During these
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periods, however, Panosian did not stop writing. He published his ideas in newspapers
whose permission for publication was obtained by others, sending them to Manzume-i
Efkar subscribers.54

The main language of Panosian’s publication was Turkish, his first language and that of
his target readership in his early years in the publication business. In comparison with
other Armenian and Armeno-Turkish periodicals, Panosian’s language is remarkable in its
colloquial character, which is especially remarkable in the editorials placed in the ‘national’
section. Frequently utilizing a first-person plural narrative, he directly addressed his Arme-
nian readers. This suggests that when a contemporary Armenian called Panosian’s writing
comprehensible to the people,55 the reason for this was not that it was Turkish but
because of its simple style. It is likely that bilingual Istanbul Armenians preferred Pano-
sian’s newspapers to Armenian ones because of the closeness to their speech. Meanwhile,
letters to the editor reproduced in Manzume-i Efkar shows that its readership extended
widely all over the empire (and sometimes beyond). Letters from Van, Erzurum and
Diyarbakır suggest that Armenians in the eastern Ottoman provinces, whose main lan-
guage was Armenian and probably had sufficient knowledge of Turkish, read Manzume-i
Efkar, not to mention Turkish monolingual Armenians in central and eastern Anatolia.56

Importantly, Armeno-Turkish was not the only language of Panosian’s newspapers.
Although they were often limited to the section on ‘national’ topics, articles in modern
Armenian language were frequent in Manzume-i Efkar. Some of these were written for this
newspaper and others were reprints from other Armenian newspapers. Letters to the edi-
tor were printed in their original languages, sometimes appearing in Turkish and some-
times in Armenian. The number of Armenian articles was sufficient to impel some readers
to send complaints to the editor and demand Turkish translations57; however, it was rare
that Armeno-Turkish translations of previously published Armenian articles appeared in
Panosian’s newspapers.58 Meanwhile, Armenian words such as constitution (sahmanatru-
t‘iwn), association (#engerut‘iwn), patriarchate (badriark‘aran), and Armenian (Hay) were fre-
quently utilized in the Armeno-Turkish articles of Manzume-i Efkar.59 Sometimes, Panosian
would insert Armenian sentences into Armeno-Turkish articles. A remarkable example of
such bilingualism can be found in an advertisement written in Armenian for a French
primer written in Turkish, stating ‘an easy method to learn French for those who know
how to read Turkish’.60 Through such clues, we can deduce that readers of Panosian’s
newspapers were expected to understand both Turkish and Armenian, as many Istanbul
Armenians did. Indeed, the large number of letters to the editor written in Armenian
shows that at least some readers were literate in Armenian.61 Although immigrants in
Istanbul from central and western Anatolia were Turkish monolinguals, we can imagine
the communicative circumstances of Ottoman Empire’s newspaper reading in which they
read Panosian’s newspapers together with bilingual Armenians and the latter translating
Armenian articles for the former in coffeehouses and public reading rooms. The frequency
of controversies that Panosian had with Armenian newspapers indicates that his newspa-
pers were read in the translingual sphere of reading.

In contrast, the readership of Greco-Turkish is considered to be limited. According to
researchers, there was a clear social divide between Grecophones and Turcophones in the
Orthodox Christian community. The former were not inclined to read Greco-Turkish and
looked down on the latter. Thus, Orthodox Christians developed terms to distinguish
those who exclusively spoke Turkish, Karamanlides/Karamanlı, and the Turkish language
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used by them, Karamanlidika/Karamanlıca, expressing disdain for them.62 Moreover, Tur-
cophone Orthodox Christians who acquired adequate skill in Greek, Ottoman Turkish, or
French found it unnecessary to read Greco-Turkish materials.63 Unlike Armenians, Ortho-
dox Christians were known for their lack of interest in learning the Turkish language. It
was less attractive for those whose patriarch enjoyed the privilege of speaking their own
prestigious language in front of the Sultan himself and who had greater opportunities in
banking and commerce, in which knowledge of Greek was preferred, than could be found
by entering the Ottoman bureaucracy, in which good knowledge of Turkish was advanta-
geous.64 Greco-Turkish was merely a means of expression to reach out to ‘ignorant’ Ortho-
dox Christians most of the time.

Armenians, whose language did not enjoy any established prestige outside of their
community, did not seem to share this negative attitude toward the use of Turkish. For
Ottoman Armenians, learning Turkish and entering the Ottoman bureaucracy was an
appealing path after Orthodox Christians achieved dominance in commerce and banking
in the mid-nineteenth century. From this viewpoint, Panosian claimed the necessity for
Armenian schools to give more importance to teaching Ottoman Turkish and for Arme-
nians to learn it, calling it ‘our state language’.65 He stated that in general ‘it is among the
extreme necessities in any case for a man to learn first his own language and second also
the state language if he is a subject of a state whose language is different [from his
own]’.66 In another article, he wrote,

We announced the necessity of Turkish language [lisan-ı t€urki] for our nation two years ago,
and still today, in any case, we prefer to learn Turkish, second to our own language, more
than any other language. We suppose we are not going wrong with this idea, since our nation
has a deeper relation with the Ottomans [Osmanlılar, i.e. Muslims67] than any other nation in
any place. Until now, it is obvious that it [the Armenian nation] has felt the necessity of Turkish
language for the occupation of state positions and likewise from now on, as the principle of
equality will be naturally be established more and more firmly in the Exalted [Ottoman] Sover-
eignty, many from our nation will enjoy enormous benefit by knowing Turkish…68

Indeed, some examples of Armenians who entered the state services in the first half of
the nineteenth century are known, and more Armenians entered the bureaucracy than
members of other non-Muslim communities after the Ottoman government began to offi-
cially accept non-Muslims to the bureaucracy in 1856.69 A recent study on Armenian offi-
cials in the late Ottoman Empire reveals that the great majority of Armenian officials
claimed their skills in Ottoman Turkish and the proportion of its knowledge rose with the
passage of time.70

Thus, learning Turkish appropriately was important for Ottoman Armenians. Manzume-i
Efkar published a letter to the editor expressing the expectation for Armeno-Turkish news-
papers to improve the level of Turkish used by Armenians. The letter mentioned that
those who read Manzume-i Efkar and Mecmua-i Havadis imitated the ‘language of newspa-
pers’ (gazeta lisanları) when they spoke. Thus, these newspapers were expected to spell
Turkish words in the ‘customary way’ (usul-u cariye) and correct misuse by Armenians.71

An article published in 1876 aimed to correct some examples of incorrect pronunciation
and collocation used by Armenians.72 A positive attitude toward Turkish must be one of
the reasons Manzume-i Efkar in particular and Armeno-Turkish in general was not
neglected but read by Armenophone Armenians. The resulting wider readership was likely
a reason why a greater number of Armeno-Turkish publications appeared than the
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number of publications in Greco-Turkish. Besides, unlike the cases of Orthodox Christians,
no social divide emerged between Armenophone and Turcophone Armenians, nor special
terms for those who exclusively spoke the Turkish language.

Nevertheless, Panosian did not claim that Turkish monolinguals should remain ignorant
of the Armenian language; in fact, he prioritized the Armenian language. He spoke of a
view among Armenians problematizing publication in Armeno-Turkish because of the
loss of zeal among Armenians to learn Armenian. Panosian refuted this argument claiming
that if anything, it worked the other way around. According to his argument, Armenians
who did not know Armenian would learn what they were deprived of by reading ‘diverse
advices’ in the language they understood. Thus, Armeno-Turkish publications would
encourage Turkish monolinguals to assist their children in learning Armenian.73 This argu-
ment suggests that Panosian intentionally mixed Armenian words, sentences, and articles
in the language of his Armeno-Turkish newspaper. Indeed, Panosian in early writings
explained that he intentionally inserted Armenian articles to engender zeal among Turkish
monolingual Armenians to learn the Armenian language and teach it to their children.74

Panosian’s idea of education illustrates his gendered view of Armenians’ usage of
Turkish. Panosian was assigned the administration of a girls’ school in 1869 and opened a
boys’ school in 1871. In both schools, he decided that the language of instruction would
be Armenian, attaching greater importance to the use of this language. Panosian gave
second place to Turkish in the boys’ school, whereas he thought it unnecessary for Arme-
nian girls to learn Turkish.75 Meanwhile, in his writing on the significance of girls’ educa-
tion, Panosian mentioned that the language used by women was important because
children learn their first language from their mother.76

Thus, what type of ‘advice’ did his newspapers include in terms of language? Panosian
discussed the notion of the ‘nation’ to his Armenian readers on many occasions, claiming
that more than ninety per cent of ‘our nation’ did not know what this word meant. He
emphasized the importance of language and religion as the ties of nations in general and
cautioned Armenian readers that they were in crisis in terms of both language and reli-
gion. He further threatened them by saying that they were losing not only their language
and religion but also forgetting their nationality. He claimed that Armenians knew neither
Armenian nor Turkish properly.77

The emphasis that Panosian placed on ‘nation’ exhibits a striking contrast to the case of
Greco-Turkish materials, in which religious affiliation was usually foregrounded.78 Pano-
sian felt the need to stress national affiliation since the Armenian nation was divided along
denominational lines between the Armenian, Armenian Catholic, and Protestant
Churches. Thus, he saw the conversion of Armenians to Catholicism and Protestantism as
a crisis in terms of religion, calling it ‘the most profound ignorance’.79 Panosian problemat-
ized the tendency of some Armenians in _Izmir and Istanbul who sent their children to mis-
sionary schools.80 This might be the reason for his selection as the administrator of the
newly opened girls’ school in the Samatya district, where Armenian girls had been obliged
to go to a Catholic school because of the absence of Armenian one.81

It is likely that Panosian’s views on conversion were related to his choice of publication
language. In the nineteenth century, the large majority of Armenian Catholics were known
to be Turkish monolinguals,82 publishing a newspaper in Armeno-Turkish, Mecmua-i Hava-
dis. According to another Armeno-Turkish newspaper, however, eighty per cent of the
readers of Mecmua-i Havadis belonged not to the Catholic Church but to the Armenian
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Church.83 The titles of Armeno-Turkish newspapers were limited and the only choices that
continued for a long time were Mecmua-i Havadis and those published by Panosian. Thus,
he considered it necessary to counter the influence of the newspaper of the Armenian
Catholics, which he frequently harshly criticized. His love for his nation was one of the fac-
tors that necessitated him to continue publishing in Armeno-Turkish.

In previous studies, Panosian has been labelled a supporter of rebellions against the
Ottoman state. This was derived from the fact that the Ottoman government closed
M€unadi-yi Erciyas because of its articles on a disturbance caused by the Armenians of Zey-
tun, a region in south central Anatolia, in 1862.

Indeed, in the numbers that the government saw as particularly problematic, Panosian
expressed his compassion for the Zeytun Armenians who, according to him, were in a dif-
ficult situation surrounded by rebellious groups of Kozano"glu, Afshars, and Kurds and in
necessity to arm and defend themselves.84 The article has the same tone with his other
articles regarding the plight of provincial Armenians. Isolated by a natural mountainous
barrier, Zeytun Armenians formed a semi-autonomous community, whereas south central
Anatolia was in the hands of several local rulers, among whom was the Kozano"glu family.
In 1865, the Ottoman government extended its direct control to the south central Anatolia
by removing them.85

However, it would be difficult to tell that Panosian supported the Zeytun Armenians by
attending to his writing alone. In the summer of 1862, disputes between Armenian and
Muslim villages culminated in an attack of Zeytun Armenians on the Muslim village of Ket-
man. In response, Aziz Pasha, the governor of Maraş, attacked the Armenian village of
Alabaş.86 In his report on this incident, Panosian wrote about rumours of acts of violence
supposedly conducted by Aziz Pasha, such as the killing of 200 people, plundering, burn-
ing of a church, and assault on an Armenian monastery nearby. The report continued to
state that he moved to a plain at two hours distance from Zeytun and urged the Arme-
nians there to surrender.87 In another article, Panosian decried Aziz Pasha’s brutal acts.
Nevertheless, he also wrote that the Zeytun Armenians deserved to be punished accord-
ing to the law for attacking a Muslim village.88 In relation to Panosian’s writings, a state
document accused him not of supporting the rebellion but of spreading ‘false news’
against the just policy of the Ottoman state, proposing to punish him according to the
penal code.89

Interestingly, a state document dated from 1891 evaluated Panosian in an opposite
way to modern researchers. During the reign of Abd€ulhamit II (1876!1909), the popularity
of Manzume-i Efkar gradually diminished. Panosian petitioned the government to ask for
subsidies for the continuation of the newspaper.90 In response to his petition, the docu-
ment created by the press office of the ministry of the internal affairs said,

[Panosian] has published a great many articles in accordance with the benefit of state and
country [menafi-i m€ulk €u memlekete muvafık]. He is among the Exalted [Ottoman] Sover-
eignty’s faithful subjects who held a distinguished place in truly exceptional way among the
examples of the display of allegiance, especially by the articles that he inserted and published
[in Manzume-i Efkar] during the Berlin Congress on the Armenian problem [Ermeni meselesi]

and proposed to offer him a monthly stipend of 30 liras.91

Unfortunately, we have not yet been able to discover any publication of Panosian’s
relating to the Berlin Congress. Nevertheless, it is possible to confirm Panosian’s ‘examples
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of the display of allegiance’ from other issues. He advocated allegiance to the Ottoman
Empire several times among his Armenian readers as being in their best interest. For
example, he refuted an article appearing in Levant Herald, an English newspaper pub-
lished in Istanbul, which stated that nations under the Ottoman rule, including the Arme-
nians, would awaken to nationalism and pursue independence. To this, Panosian argued
that he could not agree that the whole Armenian nation hoped for independence even if
he acknowledged that he could not claim that no single person of the nation did.92 With
respect to the policy of the European great powers, Panosian argued that they intervened
in the Ottoman politics considering only their own interests and not those of the nations
under Ottoman rule, as in the Balkans. He further claimed that Armenians were in a
favourable position because the situation of the Balkans occupied the interest of the great
powers while they neglected the Armenians in Anatolia, who mingled with Muslims. Thus,
Armenians must search for their names in the ‘allegiance register [sadakat defteri] of the
sublime [Ottoman] state’. He claimed that Armenians were ‘among the most loyal, most
gentle, most harmless, most industrious, and most useful subjects of the sublime state’.93

Note that Panosian probably had non-Armenian readers as well in mind in writing
these words. As mentioned, some researchers have already indicated the possibility that
Armeno-Turkish materials, unlike those of Greco-Turkish, obtained a certain amount of
Muslim readers. This was also the case for Manzume-i Efkar, in spite of its linguistically
mixed component of Armeno-Turkish and Armenian. Among the letters to the editor pub-
lished in this newspaper, we can find a few examples of letters from Muslim and Orthodox
Christian readers.94 A letter to the editor from an Armenian living in Hask€oy, which is
known to have had a large Jewish population, mentions that ‘a respectable portion of
those from other nationalities’ (aylazkineren baduawor mas m#e) in that district ‘have felt
deep sympathy’ toward Manzume-i Efkar and learned Armenian script to read it in a cof-
feehouse.95 Around 1870, Panosian reproduced dozens of pictures from European news-
papers on Manzume-i Efkar. The fact that he inserted three times articles in Turkish in
Arabic script to explain pictures suggests that the newspaper had non-Armenian readers
who understood Turkish in Arabic script better, or at least he could expect that non-Arme-
nian readers would see it.96

In an editorial that appeared in the ‘national’ section entitled ‘invitation to Muslim gen-
tlemen’, Panosian invited such readers to the celebration of the tenth anniversary of the
Armenian national constitution.97 In this article, Panosian effectively employed phrases
such as ‘[Muslims and Armenians] are the children of the same fatherland’ (ayni vatanın
evladları olub) and ‘long live the Sultan’. It is likely that he wrote this article and others aim-
ing to give a good image to non-Armenians, especially those in government circles, of
Armenians in general and of himself in particular. Recent scholarship has shown that non-
Muslims in the late Ottoman Empire were concerned with gaining favourable attention
from the Ottoman government, relative to other non-Muslim communities.98 Panosian
was conscious of this necessity in relation with the rivalry with Armenian Catholics and
Protestants. Moreover, he needed support from the government, which imposed censor-
ship on periodicals, in his rivalry with the Armenian patriarchate.

However, Panosian’s professions of loyalty were often tempered. We must not neglect
that Panosian added conditions in reference to Armenian allegiance to the Ottoman
Empire. For example, in his refutation of the Levant Herald, he wrote that, ‘if we [Arme-
nians] are honored to adequately enjoy justice, equality, equity, freedom, and public and
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private rights, there is no better possibility of prosperity, felicity, and happiness than that
for us’.99 In the ‘invitation to Muslim gentlemen’, he emphatically asserted that ‘justice
and equality are established every day and every hour’ (adalet ve m€usavat her g€un ve her
saat vaz idilmekde). He probably intended to remind state officials of the necessity of con-
tinuing the ongoing policy, favourable to non-Muslims.

Panosian’s analysis of the world situation and the place Armenians were able to occupy
in it indicates that his display of allegiance was more than flattery. During the turmoil in
the Balkans in 1876, a rumour circulated among Istanbul Armenians. According to that
rumour, Armenians in the Caucasus would rise up against the Russian rule. Young Arme-
nians in Istanbul insisted on joining the revolt. To stop them from the political action that
might invite negative attention from the Ottoman government, Panosian wrote,

We are not a political nation [politika milleti]. It is appropriate to consider that intervening in
state politics would be for us a blunder… . We are not a political nation. Neither are we
obliged anytime to think or wish to be that way, because the way of the world is different
now. We cannot find a small-scale ruler in every province or places smaller than a province, as
in the past. Now the world has progressed and is progressing, and the great powers and
nations will rule the world.100

Thus, Panosian held that Armenians would be able to continue their existence not by
achieving independence but only under the protection of the Ottoman Empire in this
time of imperialism. His argument indicates that this idea did not contradict his love for
the Armenian nation. Rather, he valued the freedom that non-Muslims enjoyed under the
Ottoman rule, saying that ‘thanks to the [Ottoman state], every nation can freely maintain
their own religion, language, and nationality [milliyet] and this is the most brilliant sign of
civilization’.101

In writing the above-mentioned articles, Panosian must have been aware of the ongo-
ing state policy to merge multireligious subjects into a single Ottoman nation under the
principle of equality.102 In the Armenian newspaper to which he contributed during the
suspension of Manzume-i Efkar in 1868, Oksen Khojasarian wrote a series of articles on the
future of the Armenian nation.103 Khojasarian was a journalist who contributed many
Armenian articles to Manzume-i Efkar. In this series of articles, he responded negatively to
the question of whether the creation of ‘a new Ottoman nationality’ (Osmanean nor azku-
t‘iwn) would cause the loss of the ‘old [Armenian] one’. According to his argument, the
Ottoman government would pursue the policy of giving equal rights to non-Muslims,
which would lead to the creation of a new Ottoman nationality. Thus, Armenians were
politically accepted as equal compatriots. Meanwhile, the old Armenian nationality was
maintained due to two main factors. The first was that Armenians enjoyed the right to
teach their own history and language since both were strongly connected to their religion,
and the Ottoman government recognized their religious rights. The second was that Otto-
man Muslims would not accept the freedom of intermarriage because marriage was reli-
gious. Thus, Khojasarian shared the idea of ‘the duality of state and community’, which
enabled the Armenian elites in Istanbul to ‘reconcile their particularism with Ottoman
patriotism’.104

The context given for examining Armeno-Turkish materials has been literal and cultural,
and is separate from the mainstream historiography of Ottoman Armenians. This paper
incorporates the history of Armeno-Turkish into the general history of Ottoman Armenians
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by investigating political and social media, that is, the newspapers published by Garabed
Panosian.

Investigation indicates that the readership of Panosian’s publications was not limited to
Armenians monolingual in Turkish. The composition of his newspapers strongly suggests
that the readers were expected to be or become bilingual in Armenian and Turkish; it was
read in communicative circumstances that accompanied translingual and interactive dia-
logue as well. Thus, Panosian’s newspapers were not limited to being a tool to reach out
to Turkish monolinguals, but were firmly embedded in the Armenian society of nine-
teenth-century Istanbul in general, and probably in Armenian societies in the provinces.
They were products of a culture of bilingualism in which Istanbul Armenians lived and
which supported the flourishing of Armeno-Turkish publications.

Owing to their rich contents, Armeno-Turkish materials and Panosian’s newspapers as
well gained non-Armenian readers. Thus, he was able to employ his newspapers to show-
case Armenian allegiance to the Ottoman Empire, aiming to obtain a favourable judge-
ment from government circles, creating harmonious relation between Armenians and
Muslims. Relations with the government were quite important for Panosian, who was
occupied with the affairs of Armenians and needed support from it in his rivalry with other
Armenian actors.

Noting that active publication in Armeno-Turkish was largely a nineteenth-century phe-
nomenon, Stepanyan argues that the heyday of Armeno-Turkish periodicals extended
from the 1850s to the beginning of 1890s. According to Strauss, there was a noticeable
tendency among Turkish monolingual Armenians to acquire the knowledge of Armenian
owing to the development of a new literary language based on the vernacular in the nine-
teenth century, which led to a ‘visible decline of Armeno-Turkish publications at the
beginning of the twentieth century’.105 In spite of its diminishing popularity during the
reign of Abd€ulhamit II, Panosian continued to work for Manzume-i Efkar until 1896 when
he retired for health reasons. The permission to publish Manzume-i Efkar was transferred
to his fellow countryman from Kayseri, Hovhannes Ferit. He restarted the newspaper in
1901 in the Armenian language, without changing its Turkish name.106
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